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hey, guys, I
need some hot
weather pm

over here, too!



1. Clean off the old seal and adhesive completely. To

do it right you’ll need a lot of elbow grease—combined

with a rag, dry cleaning solvent and a wire brush.

2. Spread adhesive, NSN 8040-00-664-4318, in the

seal groove. Use enough to hold the seal, but not so

much that it squeezes out around the seal. The right

amount of adhesive keeps the seal from sticking to the

airbox frame and ripping loose every time you remove

the precleaner.

3. Apply a very light coat of adhesive to the bottom of

the new seal and press it into the groove with your fin-

ger. Take extra care not to twist the seal as you put the

rounded side in the mounting groove. A twisted seal is

not airtight.

4. Let the adhesive dry completely before you put the

precleaner back in place. Put a dab of adhesive on a

piece of paper. When it’s dry, the seal should be, too.
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M1-Series Tanks…

The air induction system on your tank is like a giant vacuum cleaner—it sucks up

anything that gets close.

That’s the reason for your tank’s seals and filters. They screen out sand and dirt

so that only clean air can get through. They also keep out larger debris that can dent,

crack or break compressor blades.

If you want them to continue to stop potential damage, pay special attention to

these important PM points:
Precleaner

Trees and bushes make a

good hiding place for your

tank, but they also result in

clogged air precleaners.

Leaves that fall on or near

the air inlets get sucked

onto the precleaner. Enough

leaves will cut off airflow

and lower power output.

If the AIR CLEANER CLOGGED FILTER light comes on, make the precleaner

one of your first checks.

While you’re there, take a

close look at the baffle seals.

Cracked, torn or missing seals

allow dirt and oil from the

engine to clog the air cleaner

assembly element strainers.

NSN 5330-01-225-6106 gets

a new short seal. The longer

seal is NSN 5330-01-320-3696.

Next, eyeball the bottom pre-

cleaner seal. If the seal is miss-

ing, loose or torn, replace it.

There are two different seals

available: NSN 5330-01-166-

5798 and NSN 5330-01-329-

6614. The seal you use depends

on the type of precleaner in

your tank. Check your -24P-1

TM to match the correct seal

with your precleaner.

A new seal
is useless,

though, unless
you put it on
right. Here’s

how…

Precleaner
surface
clean?

Baffle seals torn
or missing?

Precleaner
seal torn?

what’s his
problem?

that depends…
When was the
last time we
pulled pm on

the air induction
system?



V-Packs

The three V-packs on all tanks not equipped with the pulse jet system (PJS) should

be removed, cleaned and inspected after every operation. V-packs on PJS-equipped

tanks are self-cleaning.

• Eyeball the bead on the front face of

each V-pack element for dents or sharp

edges that could cut the plenum box seal.

Then check for buckling on the rear face

of the element. Either problem means

you need a new V-pack.

• Look for broken welds and cracks in

the plenum air box. Dust trails along the

welds and seams of the box are a good

sign of a leak, so tell your mechanic.

• Look for torn, cracked or missing plenum box seals. A missing seal makes your

tank NMC.

Those three seals also deteriorate over time, so check each one by measuring the

depth of the depression made by the V-pack bead in the seal. If the depression meas-

ures more than 3/16 inch, get the plenum box seal replaced.

1. Apply chalk to

the raised portion of

the V-pack bead.

2. Install the V-pack

and secure the hold-

ing clamp.

3. Remove the V-

pack and eyeball the

plenum box seal.

There should be a

complete chalk line

around the seal from

contact with the V-

pack bead.

If the chalk line is broken, the V-pack may not be sealing

correctly. So, get your mechanic to install a new seal, NSN

5330-01-098-6807. Remember to wipe the chalk off the V-pack

bead and seal after testing.

This method works especially well if you are putting new 

V-packs in without replacing the plenum box seals. But, it’s a

good idea to put in new seals along with the new V-packs

whenever possible.

Skirt Seals

If you’re having problems with clogged air cleaner intake filter elements 

(V-packs), missing fender skirt seals could be the cause. Those rubber strips are

there to seal the area between the skirts and hull.

Missing seals let dirt and dust

get sucked inside the fender

skirts. The engine pulls the dirt

into the intake system where it

clogs up the V-packs.

All the seals are important, but

pay special attention to the seals

at skirts 4, 5 and 6 on the left side

of the vehicle. These seals are

closest to the air intake grills and

can let in the most dirt.

NSNs for the seals are listed in Figs 261-264 and 266 of TM 9-2350-255-24P-1

(Oct 92) for the M1, Figs 263-266 and 268 of TM 9-2350-264-24P-1 (Sep 01) for

the M1A1, Figs 242-245 and 247 of TM 9-2350-288-24P-1 (Jul 01) for the M1A2

and Figs 241-244 and 246 of TM 9-2350-388-24P-1 for the M1A2 SEP (Feb 01).

The preferred cleaning method is

the V-pack cleaning wand. You’ll find

info on the wand in the “unusual con-

ditions” section of your -10-2 TM’s

operating instructions.
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If the cleaning wand isn’t available,

shake the V-packs, making sure not to hit

them against anything harder than your

hand. Brush dirt and dust from the ele-

ments with your hand. Then, have the

elements properly cleaned by your unit

maintenance folks as soon as possible.Use wand to
clean V-pack

No
wand?
Shake
V-pack
gently

While the V-packs are
out, inspect the plenum
box and elements for
potential problems…

I got a
new seal
for the
tank!

Here’s
another

way to check
the seals…

Chalk placed here…

…should
show up here

Look for dents or buckling



Mechanics, if you’ve been getting complaints of a hot-running engine in an M109-

series howitzer or M992-series ammo carrier, make the radiator shroud seals one of

your first checks.

Those seals form an air barrier between the radiator and fan tower. That barrier

increases air flow across the radiator to keep the engine cool. If seals are missing,

torn, squashed or mangled, air escapes around the sides of the radiator. Engine tem-

perature goes up.

Have your mechanic check out the

shroud seals next time the pack’s out.

If the seals are missing or damaged,

he’ll order new ones.

NSN 5330-00-102-9927 gets a seal

for the right or left side. NSN 5330-01-

314-1439 gets a top or bottom seal for

the M109A6 and the M992A2. A top

or bottom seal for the M109A2-A5

comes with NSN 5330-00-899-5220.

M109-Series SP Howitzers, M992-Series Ammo Carriers…
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M2/M3-Series Bradley, MLRS Carrier…

A new section entitled “Operating Vehicle in Extreme Heat” will soon be added

to the operator’s TMs. Until the TMs are updated, Maintenance Advisory Message

05-003 provides the following guidance when operating on paved roads at convoy

speeds faster than 25 mph or when temperatures have reached or exceeded 100°F:

Crewmen should check for track pin movement and inspect track tension hourly,

or as soon as the tactical situation permits.

If you find protruding pins, you can—as a BDAR fix only—hammer the pins back

into place and continue operating until the vehicle reaches a safe location for

repair. However, you must mark the bad bushing so that it is easily identified when

repairs are possible. The best way to do this is by scribing a mark on the metal sur-

face of the affected shoe with a screwdriver.

It’s a fact of life: The hotter it gets, the harder it is on your Bradley and MLRS

T157I track.

When operating on improved

road surfaces at increased convoy

speeds (faster than 25 mph) and

when temperatures are at or above

100°F, track bushings tend to soften.

That allows the bushing pin to move

around and extend out of the bush-

ing bore. Protruding pins make your

vehicle NMC.

Replace worn or missing shroud seal

Pin nut protruding past bushing bore?

so was mine… until
I got new radiator

shroud seals!

man, my
engine’s really
running hot!

driving
at this
speed…

…on a
paved
road…

…in
these

tempera-
tures…

…is
killing

our track!
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AmmoHelp is intended for official government use only. Normally only ques-

tions received from a government domain (.mil or .gov) are answered, so make sure

you provide a government email address for responses. Most answers are provided

within two working days.

All questions and responses are collected in a local database. The information is

periodically reviewed to identify specific problem areas as they surface in the field.

Ammunition…

Need help with a question when dealing with ammunition-related problems? Not

sure where to turn?

Sources of valuable advice include a Quality Assurance Specialist (Ammunition

Surveillance), ammunition supply point personnel, range safety, a military ammu-

nition specialist (MOS 55B), an ammunition LAR, and various publications includ-

ing ARs, TMs and FMs.

Still no luck? Try the Defense Ammunition Center’s (DAC) AmmoHelp website.

This 24-hour help system provides a one-stop clearing house for soldiers and civil-

ians seeking answers to ammunition-related questions that can’t be readily found

elsewhere.

• Administration

• Ammunition logistics
(supply, transportation, and storage)

• Ammunition surveillance

• Ammunition training and training courses

• Engineering
(drawings, testing, and equipment)

• Explosives safety

• Cataloging

• Material management

• Physical security

• Demolition/demil technology

There are
three
ways to

ask/submit a
question…

The preferred method
is via the internet at DAC’s

home page:

https://www3.dac.army.mil

You can forward
an email question
by sending it to:

AmmoHelp@
dac.army.mil

You can also ask
your question by
calling toll-free

(877) 668-2840.

Click here
from the DAC
home page

Fill out ammunition
question on this form

well,
the

ammo’s
here…

How are you
going to keep
track of us?

How are
you going
to take
care of

us?

I need
someplace
cool...

and dry!!

I want
to go
home!!

maybe
ammohelp
can lend
a hand!

Once there, select
the AmmoHelp on the
Web hot button and
fill out the form.

AmmoHelp
can help

with 
ammunition
topics such

as…



Working in the heat means drinking lots of water so your body stays hydrated.
So you drink lots of water.

Working in the heat also affects the water in lead-acid batteries. So you have to
keep them hydrated, too.
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Adding Just Enough
More is not better, though. If batteries are filled

to the rim, the electrolyte will boil out through the

vent caps when the battery charges. Use the bat-

tery filler syringe, NSN 6140-00-808-7325, to

remove any excess.

Make sure, too, that the vent caps are open so

that gases can escape. If the vents are clogged, the

battery can explode.

If you find a battery that needs water, let your

mechanic know ASAP. The best water is distilled

water. NSN 6810-00-682-6867 gets a gallon and

NSN 6810-00-356-4936 gets a 5-gal jug.

Lead-Acid Batteries…

Then operators should

eyeball the electrolyte levels

at least once a day if the tem-

perature stays above 90°F

for a week. The level should

be at least 1⁄2 inch above the

top of the battery plates. If

the filler hole has a lip or an

indicator at the bottom, it

should be filled to that.

Where Does It Go?
Normal charging causes some

water in the electrolyte to evaporate.

But  overcharging drives off much

more water. Add in the evaporation

caused by high temperatures and

your batteries can go dry quickly.

Just adding water won’t always be

enough to save your batteries. First

off, the batteries need to be checked

by your mechanic using the optical

battery/antifreeze tester, NSN 6630-

00-105-1418. A fully-charged bat-

tery should give specific gravity

readings of 1.280. 

Use tester
to check
electrolyte

Full charge
will be 1.280

ELECTROLYTE LEVEL LOW

THIS BIRD’S EYE VIEW SHOWS EYE-SHAPE

ELECTROLYTE LEVEL OK

Full to bottom…
not to top

man,
we’re so
lost…

we’ve
got no
water…

water…
n-need
water…

ehhhnnn…

if we were…
checked properly
by… our mechanic…

we’d be ok!
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Another good choice is battery water. It has no more than 100 parts per million

of impurities, and costs a little less than distilled water. Get a gallon with NSN

6810-00-286-3783 and a 5-gal jug with NSN 6810-00-297-9540.

Ground water has minerals

in it that can kill batteries, so

don’t use it. If there’s no

other choice, plain drinking

water (not mineral water) can

be used.

Use a battery syringe or a

battery gravity filler, NSN

6140-00-635-3824, for pre-

cise filling and help in avoid-

ing overfilling. Both are in

the No. 1 Common shop set. 

Tight and Right?
Make sure the caps are in place

on the fill holes. If you need caps,

ask your mechanic for some from

an unserviceable battery.

Mixing batteries of different

types is OK, as long as you don’t

mix maintenance-free batteries with

the older style. It’s best to keep

6TLs, 6TLFs and 6TMFs together. 

This will cause
permanent
irreparable

damage to the
batteries and
possibly your

equipment, too.

No Water!

what did
you do to

us!?

Replace
missing
caps

aiee!! the minerals
in that ground water
will kill me for sure!

Do not
attempt to add

any fluid to
Hawker (AGM),

Optima or
gel-type
batteries. 
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Cooling Systems…

engines
produce
heat.

High summer or
desert temperatures
just add more heat. 

Your vehicle’s cooling
system must get rid
of, or control, that

heat or else…

The cooling
system will get

rid of or control
heat, if it can

work as designed. 

However,
small

problems in
the cooling

system…

…like low
coolant level

or cracked
hoses…

…can quickly
turn into big

problems.

Control the Heat

OK. so they won’t
really melt, but
if you want to
operate in high

temperatures, then
listen up!

+ =
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here’s how
to fix those
problems…

… while
they’re still

small!

Check the coolant
level often. Before
you roll, when the
engine is still cool,

make sure the
coolant is up to the

mark. 

While you’re
adding

coolant,
take a close
look at the
radiator cap.

Make sure
it is in

top notch
condition
and is the
right cap
for your

engine. 

Check for wet-
ness around

the radiator or
hoses. Wetness
means a leak. 

During operation,
keep an eye on the
temperature gauge.
if it goes above the
normal operating

range noted in your
TM, shut down and

find out why.

Remember,
too, that low

RPMs don’t
turn fans

quickly enough
to keep

coolant cool.
Gear down to
create more

RPMs.

if it’s low, add
coolant to bring the
level up. Never over-
fill, though. When the
engine heats up, the
extra coolant will

overflow.

Add coolant
only when the
engine is cool.
Adding coolant
to a hot engine
can crack the

engine block or
burst a seam in
the radiator.

A 60-40 mix is
best, but main-
tain at least
a 50-50 mix of
antifreeze and
water to raise

the boiling
point of the

coolant so it
won’t boil

away like plain
water. 

Check the protection level with
tester, NSN 6630-00-105-1418.

remember!
use only
clean

water from
a reliable

source!

Use distilled water, NSN 6810-
00-356-4936, in radiators if it’s
available. if not, use potable
water. Ground water contains
chemicals that will clog up

the radiator.

dude! wait for
me to cool down!

Check coolant level
in radiator…

Plain water

BOILING POINT 212° BOILING POINT 226° BOILING POINT 230°

50% antifreeze
50% water

60% antifreeze
40% water

…or surge tank

make sure
you’re using
the right

cap!

Check the pressure
rating on the cap with
that listed in your TM.

Feel the hoses
and replace all
that are mushy,

cracked or
leaking.
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Lunette-type Trailers…

Don’t
Have a

Shackle
Fit

When your tactical

vehicles get heavier

towing shackles to

comply with air trans-

port regulations, your

trailer safety chains will

need larger hooks to fit

over them.

Forget the easy way out, like putting smaller shackles on the trucks so your old

chain hooks will fit. That defeats the purpose of the safety chains.

Replace the old chain hooks with a larger one, NSN 4030-01-438-1803. That

hook works on the larger shackles and is easy to install.

Cut the trailer chain’s last link or remove its removable link. Discard the old hook

and install the new one with its pin and cotter pin.

M939-Series Trucks… Steady at 40 MPH Speed Limit

Drivers, the highway speed limit is still 40 mph unless your M939-series 5-ton

truck has the MWO 9-2320-272-55-1 applied.

TACOM Safety-of-Use Message (SOUM) 00-

018 (Jul 00), Resumption of Safe Operating Speeds

for M939 Family of Vehicles Following Retrofit of

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), authorizes you to

resume normal operating speeds only after MWO

9-2320-272-55-1 is applied.

Application of ABS to your trucks rescinds the

requirement for MWO 9-2320-272-20-7 and

removes the brake proportioning valve installed

during that modification. Never add MWO -20-7 to

a truck that has been modified by MWO -55-1. It’s

not needed then.

Trucks with the ABS MWO have a yel-

low triangular decal with black lettering

“ABS” in the lower left corner of the wind-

shield. Of course, there’ll be a regular

MWO tag on the cab reinforcement just

inside the driver’s door, too.

MWO 9-2320-272-20-7, which

still has not been applied to some

vehicles in the fleet, installed a

brake proportioning valve kit to

prevent front-wheel lockup during

heavy braking when driving on

slick surfaces with little or no load

on-board.

TACOM SOUM 98-07 (Apr 98),

Safe Operating Speeds for M939

Series Trucks, dropped speeds to

40 mph and outlined safe driver

practices. It is still in effect until

MWO -55-1 is installed.

ABS MWO
APPLIED

MWO 9-2330-372-55-1
DATE JUN 9 05

Look for decal on windshield…

…and MWO plate
on door frame

Heavier towing shackles… …need new chain hooks

don’t use me like
this! you need a
bigger hook!!

kid, I’m writing you
up for going over
40 mph without an

abs sticker.
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SECM…

Your Latest TM Changes Right Here

Fig B-18
Item 16: relay, electromagnetic;
NSN 5945-01-438-7443; PN EA325NHHD

Item 24: conduit, outlet;
NSN 5975-01-432-4124; PN 11B254101

Item 25: cover, electrical, GFI;
NSN 5925-01-231-5423; PN GF5352-IC

Item 26: cover, outlet;
NSN 5975-01-452-7053; PN WP26

Fig B-8
Item 13: cabinet, storage, back, modified; 
NSN 5140-01-386-1408; PN TRX4113

Fig B-12
Item 11: pulley, crankshaft;
NSN 3020-01-188-3884; PN 612-6

Fig B-15
Item 10: hose end, male;
NSN 4730-01-446-9975; PN 11B256021

Item 11: ferrule, hose;
NSN 4730-01-435-9946; PN 11B256020

Fig B-16
Item 60: cover, junction box

(previously called "load center");
NSN 5975-01-507-1855; PN 11B254103

Item 169: DC/AC power inverter (UOC AQ6) 
(previously called "AC/DC power inverter");

NSN 6130-01-492-3067; PN DUI-24/6000HEPHQ
Fig B-17

Item 5: screw, tapping;
NSN 5305-01-432-9158; PN 15-065410-100

These
changes will

be made in the
next revision
to TM 9-4940-

563-13&P.

Grab a
pencil, SECM
repairmen. 

The NSNs and part numbers
for the SECM (shop equipment,

contact maintenance) have
changed for some of the

items in TM 9-4940-563-13&P.
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21⁄ 2-Ton Trucks…

Some deuce-and-a-halfs are still using
the old hydraulic fluid-operated brake
light switch. 

That’s not good.
The switch can blow an electrical

connector pin, dumping all your
hydraulic fluid. That means no brakes! 

Replace the old switch with an air-
operated switch, NSN 5930-00-789-
6192. TM 9-2320-361-20 shows the new
system. To install the switch, you need
a conversion kit, NSN 2530-01-105-
5025.

The kit brings the switch, installation
instructions, mounting hardware and a
1⁄2 -in elbow. Some trucks need a 3⁄8 -in
elbow, NSN 4730-00-289-0155, so
measure the tubing to find out which
elbow you need.

Ditch
Old
Switch

NEW

OLD

hey, ben, if our
hydraulic fluid
is leaking all

over the road…

…does
that mean
we have n—
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Fortunately, there are plen-

ty of caps for the SVML.

Order the rear launcher caps

with NSN 5340-00-855-7993

and the front caps with NSN

5340-00-157-5624. Caps for

the pressure gauge holes

come with NSN 5340-01-

348-6514. You can also get a

FLIR lens cap with NSN

5855-01-441-3189.

Caps for the cryogenic and

electrical ports inside the

SVML are also available.

Order cryogenic caps with

NSN 5340-01-466-1897 and

electronic caps with NSN

5340-01-466-1898.

All of these caps are fairly

cheap. Order extras. They dis-

appear and you'll need more. 

If you walk through almost any Avenger motor pool, you'll see missile systems with

no protection for the range finder and no caps for the standard vehicle mounted

launcher (SVML). That leaves an Avenger naked to the elements.

Blowing sand can pit and eventually ruin the range finder's expensive lenses. On

the road, tree limbs and thrown gravel can crack the lenses. 

Without caps in the ends of the SVML, dirt gets inside the launcher and messes up

cryogenics and electronics and you have firing problems. That's why you need to

protect your Avengers with covers and caps. 

There are no ready-made

covers for the range finder.

Styrofoam makes a good

cover. Take a 1-in thick

piece of styrofoam and trim

it to 12 x 18 inches. Punch a

hole in it for the boresight

guide pin cover. Stick the

cover in front of the range

finder lenses so that the

range finder support bracket

holds it in place. 

That comes
with NSN 1430-
01-193-6651 and
costs around

$7.50.
Cut out styrofoam to fit over laser range finder

Make sure all openings
to SVML are capped

Use electronic and
cryogenic caps, too

I feel
naked

out here
without any
protection

for my
range

finder and
SVML!

cover your-
self up, dude!

that’s just
wrong!

get a
load of
this guy!

if you want
something

more durable
than styro-

foam, use the
cover from a
Dragon night
sight's sack

liner.
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Patriot Missile System…

When the fifth wheel on the Patriot missile system's tractor and the M860 trailer

kingpin get in bad shape, you can't hook them up to hit the road. If they get in too

bad a shape, you think the truck and trailer are locked together, but they're not. One

Patriot unit watched their launcher take a spill when the truck drove off but the

launcher didn't follow. And even worse, a weak kingpin can also break off during

travel. 

A little PM, though, will keep your Patriot trucking.

If you're operating in the desert, sand is more of a problem than rust. Grease the

fifth wheel and kingpin lightly only. When the truck and trailer aren't hooked up,

cover the fifth wheel and kingpin with plastic bags to prevent the grease from col-

lecting sand. When it's time to travel, wipe off any sand from them before you hook

up. Sand will cause the kingpin and fifth wheel to wear fast. 

In rainy areas like Germany and Korea, corrosion is the problem. Grease the king-

pin and fifth wheel monthly. Any time you can't see grease on either, grease them. 

It's a good idea to check the condition of the kingpin before you hit the road.

Here's how:

• Completely wipe off all grease from

the kingpin and then clean it with dry

cleaning solvent. That way you can easi-

ly spot problems. 

• Look for cracks, gouges, and chips.

Any cracks in the kingpin make it NMC,

as do any nicks, chips or gouges deeper

than 1⁄8 inch. 

Check kingpin for cracks and chips

…now
we’ve got
some real
explaining

to do!

Don’t Trail on Trailer PM

uh-oh! no
one checked
the condition
of the king-

pin…



The TOW 2 missile system's traversing unit (TU) cable is too long to fit inside the

TU. So the cable sticks out where it can be stepped on or crimped. If the cable is

damaged, you're out thousands of dollars. Plus if you're forced to lay the TU on its

side for storage you need twice as much storage space. 

SPC Stacy Stanfa and SPC Donald

McIntosh of the NYARNG at Ft Drum

gave an easy solution for storing the

TU back in PS 517 (Dec 95). Some

units missed it so here it is again:

Make a TU stand with schedule 40

8-in diameter PVC pipe. If your DOL

doesn't have any pipe, your local

plumbing supply store will. 

Cut off a 5 1⁄4-in piece of the pipe.

For handholds, cut a 4 1⁄2-in x 1-in slot

on each side of the pipe. 

Then set the TU upright in the stand.

The TU should fit snugly in the stand

up to the TU outer lip. The cables are

coiled safely inside the pipe. Use the

handhold slots to pick up the TU.

4 
1/2"

5 
1/4"

1"
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TOW 2 Missile System…

Make Your Stand…For Your TU

Cut pipe like this

Set TU
like this
with
cables
coiled
inside
pipe

it’s time we
make a stand…
for your tu,

that is!
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine, M9 Pistol…

How Do We Stop Jammed Magazines?

Dear Sergeant M.B.,

If a magazine is in good shape, it should hold 30 rounds with no problem. But

there are many magazines in the field that may not be reliable any longer. Here’s

how you can tell:

Check each of your

seven magazines for dents

and corrosion. If a maga-

zine has more than minor

dents and corrosion, get a

new magazine. Eyeball

the magazine's feed lips.

If they're bent, get a new

magazine. If the maga-

zine's spring and follower

have come apart, don't try

to reattach them. Get a

new magazine. 

Never stretch the spring to try to make it work better. That ruins the spring. 

Never use a speed loader or jam the feed lips against a table edge or anything

else hard while loading a magazine. That can bend the feed lips and ruin the mag-

azine. Bent feed lips can cause double feeds. 

Load a magazine like it shows on Page 0008 00-23 in TM 9-1005-319-10:

Use the 10-round stripper

clip and magazine filler

found in each bandoleer to

load 30 rounds in the maga-

zine. With the magazine

filler in place, push with

your thumb on the rear of

the top cartridge until all 10

rounds are below the feed

lips. Remove the empty

stripper clip while holding

the magazine filler in place.

Repeat until three 10-round

clips are loaded. 

Check each magazine
for dents and corrosion

Feed lips bent?

Never
stretch
spring

Never use a table edge to force rounds in magazine

can’t
have that
in combat.

you’re paying
enough attention

to me…

you just
ruined that

magazine
spring.

but we
were
trying
to give
it more
spring!

now
I’m

out of
a job.

Use stripper clip
and magazine filler
to load magazines

hey, you
just bent
my feed

lips,
bozo.Dear MSG Half-Mast,

Is there any guidance for preventing magazines for the M16-series
rifle and M4/M4A1 carbine from jamming? We've heard it's better to
load no more than 28 rounds in a magazine to prevent jamming.
Is that true?  

SGT M.B.

we’ve got to
do something
about your
jamming.

…but you’re
forgetting my
magazines!



M9 Pistol

Most of this also applies to the M9

pistol magazines. Load M9 magazines

by hand. Don't stretch their springs.

Don't leave M9 magazines loaded all

the time. Keep them clean. Don't lube

them in the desert. Disassemble and

clean them after every mission. Keep

magazines in their sealed plastic bags

or the ammo pouch, NSN 8465-01-

207-5573, as much as possible. See

Page 3-26 in TM 9-1005-317-10 for

care of the magazine. 

But in the desert don't lube

any part of the magazine.

Lube will just attract sand,

which leads to jamming. 

In the desert especially, do

everything you can to keep

sand and dirt out of maga-

zines. Keep magazines in their

sealed bags. NSN 1005-00-

193-8306 brings 500 plastic

magazine bags. 
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When possible, don't leave magazines fully loaded all the time. Over time that

pressure may cause the magazine's spring to lose its spring and then you may have

feeding problems.  

Of course, a dirty magazine will be more likely to jam, especially if sand is coat-

ing moving parts. When you clean your rifle, also clean magazines. Take each mag-

azine apart and run a clean cloth through each tube until all dirt is gone. Wipe off

dirt from the follower and spring. If you're not in the desert, lightly lube the spring

to prevent corrosion. Run a cloth through magazine to clean out dirt

this is
taking the

spring out of
my spring.

don’t forget me.
I need this kind of

care, too!

that
just

attracts
more
sand.

I wish they
would unload
me and give
me a rest.

no lube
for me

out here
in the

desert.



All MK19 machine guns should have had MWO 9-1010-230-50-1 applied to

them by now. The MWO changed the MK19's cocking lever from a one-piece to

two-piece design that will improve the gun's safety and reliability and eliminate

out-of-battery firing. 

But some MK19s were missed—and

that's why TACOM needs your help,

armorers. Check your MK19s now to

see if they've gotten the MWO. If

they've been modified, they have a

dovetail bracket mounted on the right

side of the receiver and an "-M"

stamped on the left side immediately

following the weapon's part number. 

Also check the arms room for a feed slide

adjustment tool that arrived in a square white

box with a label that reads "NSN 1005-01-467-

9435," the tool's NSN. The tool should have

come with the MWO. You'll need the tool after

the weapon has been modified. Instructions for

using the tool come with it. Also see WP 0073

00-1 in TM 9-1010-230-23&P. 

If your MK19s haven't been modified or you're missing the tool, TACOM wants

to know about it. Contact Jeannette Morphew at DSN 793-0609/(309) 782-0609

or email: morphewj@ria.army.mil

or Kathi Johnson at DSN 793-0684/(309) 782-0684 or email:

johnsonk4@ria.army.mil

or Pat Hall at DSN 793-1903/(309) 782-1903 or email:

hallp@ria.army.mil
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MK19 Machine Gun…

Check for MWO NOW

I’m not sure we
ever had that mwo

on the cocking lever
done for you.

wonder
how I can

tell?

look for
the dovetail

bracket.

it’s
here
on my
right
side.

Look for dovetail bracket
on right side of receiver

Check arms
room for
feed slide
adjustment
tool
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1. Remove the cover and spring, then remove the filter assembly.

2. If you’re in the motor pool,

steam clean the screen and mag-

nets, and then dry ‘em with pres-

surized air. In the field, wash the

screen in MIL-PRF-680 Type III

dry cleaning solvent. Clean the

magnets with a stiff bristle

brush. Don’t use a wire brush!

That type of brush can scratch or

demagnetize them. And don’t

drop or tap the magnets. That

can demagnetize or break them.

3. Check the cover seal for cracks,

tears or mashed edges. If you find

any, replace the seal, NSN 5330-

00-863-5549.

4. Install the magnets, screen,

spring and cover, in that order.

Torque the cover nuts to 31-34 lb-

ft dry (no oil) or 23-25 lb-ft

(threads lubed with oil).

5. With the engine running and the transmission in neutral, pull the dipstick to meas-

ure the oil level. Add oil to bring it to the FULL mark on the dipstick.

D7G Tractor…

Remove
cover…

…and
filter
assembly

Cleaning the
screen and

magnets is a
250-hour

service in LO 5-
2410-237-12 and

TM 5-2410-237-20.
here’s how…

Wash screen in PRF-680 dry cleaning solvent

Use stiff bristle brush to remove shavings

Replace
worn seal

here’s a pm
tip that saves

wear and
tear on the

dozer’s
transmission.

You’re changing the transmission fluid
in a D7G dozer and notice the fluid is
contaminated with metal shavings.

hey!

OK… so
how do I
clean the
screen?

I always change
the transmission’s

primary filter.

What gives is a
clogged screen in the

transmission system’s
magnetic strainer.

A clogged
screen

restricts oil
flow in your
D7G’s trans-

mission. 

The result is
wear and tear in
the engine and
transmission. 

so,
what

gives?



The alcohol reservoir on the crane’s air brake system is getting a bad rap.

Some well-meaning operators walk around the vehicle before the day’s run. While

in a hurry doing the checks and services, they open the petcock for the alcohol reser-

voir, because they think it’s an air tank for the air brake system. So, the alcohol is

drained out of the reservoir. But the reservoir is supposed to be filled year-round.
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22-Ton Crane…

Without alcohol, the
air brake system

can’t do its job very
well. Here’s why…

The solution is real
simple. Don’t drain the
alcohol evaporator—

it’s not an air tank for
the crane’s air brake

system!   

• Alcohol keeps
moisture from freezing
up inside the vehicle’s
air brake system. 

• Water expands
when it turns to ice.
That kind of pressure
will burst most
anything. You can
lose your brakes and
control of the vehicle.

One more thing
before I’m ready for
the day’s run… open
the air tank for the
air brake system.

Soldier!
that petcock
is not what

you think it is!

it’s for the
alcohol
reservoir.

then
what’s
it for?
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22-Ton Crane…

Operators, fine desert sand is everywhere. It will end up in the crane’s air filter no

matter what. 

Just remember that you don’t have to replace the primary filter element every

time the restriction indicator shows red. Save the cost of a new element by cleaning

the old one with compressed air or warm, soapy water.

When you use air, blow out from

the inside of the element, since the

sand is “in” and “on” the outside of

the filter.

Then hold the nozzle at an angle

to blow loose sand from the out-

side. That keeps you from damag-

ing the paper element.

To get rid of oily sand, you’ll

need to wash the filter element with

detergent, NSN 7930-00-282-9699,

and warm water.

Rinse away the soap with warm

water and let the element dry before

you put it back in the crane.

Replace the filter element, NSN

2940-01-438-5680, after six clean-

ings or if it’s ripped, torn or won’t

come clean.

If the indicator still shows red

after cleaning the filter element, tell

your mechanic.

For loose
dirt, use
compressed
air

For oily dirt, use detergent and warm water

Indicator
shows
RED after
cleaning
the filter
element?
Tell your
mechanic

keep this pm
pointer in mind
as the desert
wind blows!



Air Filters
Clean air filters are crucial for the excavator’s smooth operation—especially in

the desert.

Start by squeezing the dust cap

on the bottom of the air canister.

Do this before the day’s run. This

gets rid of only the sand and dust

at the bottom of the canister, but

not from the primary or second-

ary air filters. Sand that’s left in

the canister will end up in the fil-

ters–causing them to clog up.

Keep an eye on the air cleaner

indicator lamp on the dash. When

it lights up, call in your mechanic

for service.

Mechanics, give the filter the

brush off when the operator

notices a loss of engine power

and black smoke from the

exhaust. Pop the canister lid and

remove the outer (primary) filter.

Do not remove or clean the inner

(safety or secondary) filter.

Tap the primary filter with the heel of your hand to loosen sand, then shake and

tap some more. This quick PM tip works well at the work site until the primary fil-

ter can be cleaned or replaced. Whatever you do, do not operate the excavator with-

out both filters in place.

And make sure you don’t bang the filter on a rock or hard surface. That only dents

the filter so it won’t fit back properly.
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Small Emplacement Excavator…

High winds, lots of dust, deserts of sand, hot days and cool nights. You might want

to keep these conditions in mind before the next sand storm hits.

Tank Drain Again
It’s no secret that temperature changes, like cool nights and real hot days, increase

condensation in the excavator’s air brake system.

Condensation leads to corrosion and brake failure.

Drain water out of the air tanks before the day’s run by pressing the drain valves

on the front air tank, then on the centerline and rear reservoir tanks.

Expansion Tank
The coolant level in the excavator’s expansion tank is often overlooked–and in

some cases just completely forgotten. 

That’s because the tank is under the doghouse inside the vehicle’s cab.

When coolant gets low, the engine overheats. It could seize up and leave you

stranded. That’s the last thing you need in the desert! 

Your PMCS in TM 5-2420-224-10 tells you to

keep the expansion tank half full. There’s no

marking on the tank that shows where the level

should be.

Do your excavator’s cooling system a real

favor. Mark the tank with a permanent marker.

Label the tank at one-half and three-quarters full.

This means no more guesswork. Just add

coolant when the tank’s below half full.

Squeeze
dirt from
dust cap

Check
air filter
elements if
indicator
light comes
on during
operation

Press drain valves on front of air tank, centerline, and rear reservoir tank

Remove and clean
primary filter

…then
keep me at
least half

full!

keep these
pm pointers in
mind before

the next sand
storm hits!

mark me
at 1/2 and
3/4 full…
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815F Compactor…

Steering Wheel Deal
hey, joe!
chow
time!!

what?
did you

say
some-
thing?

whoops!

whoa!

hey!!
watch
it!!

Operator, your mechanic buddy comes over to ask you a question while you’re sitting
in the cab of your compactor with the engine running. When you lean over to listen, your
right arm or leg moves the steering wheel.

Guess what? Your buddy just became a mechanic sandwich!!!
The compactor has an articulated steering system. With the touch of your hand you

can turn the front and rear wheel assemblies side to side in a second. That means 
your buddy can get crushed or knocked off his feet by the tamping tips on the wheel
assemblies. 

And play it safe when you leave or enter the cab, too. Move the steering column by
tilting it forward. Now it’s out of the way.

Then make sure you use the handholds along the cab’s structure. Do not use the steer-
ing wheel to hoist yourself into the driver’s seat.
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All Aircraft…

mechanics, there are preventive measures to consider when you temporarily store

your bird.  For example, you’ll need to cover open areas to block out sand, rain and

such. 

And you’ll protect canopies and windshields from blowing sand, too. But duct

tape is not the solution.

Improper materials such as the ever-popular cotton-backed adhesive tape, com-

monly known as “duct tape” or “hundred mile-an-hour tape,” can wreak havoc on

an aircraft’s painted surfaces and canopies. 

Duct tape leaves a sticky residue that has to be removed with harsh chemicals,

which often damages the paint on your bird.

The correct tape for short and long-term storage (up to two years) is pressure sen-

sitive tape. You’ll find it listed in Appendix A, Item 92 of TM 1-1500-344-23. It

works for many outdoor applications and can be used on metals or painted surfaces

with clean removal up to two years after its use.

You can order the width  you need from the list below. The tape comes in 36-yd

long rolls.

But don’t use it on acrylic or polycarbonate canopies

and wind screens. First, cover canopies and windscreens

with barrier material and use the pressure sensitive tape

to hold it in place.

Barrier material is Item 88 in Appendix A of TM 1-

1500-344-23. It comes in 200-yd rolls.

NSN
7510-00-

852-8179
852-8180
885-3510
926-8939
916-9659
926-8941

Tape,
pressure sensitive

Roll
width

1-in
2-in 
2.5-in
3-in 
4-in 
6-in 

NSN

8135-00-
282-0565

Nomenclature

Barrier material, flexible,
greaseproof, water resistant,
heat sealable, MIL-PRF 131 class 1

Width

36-in roll

hey!
gimme back
that tape!

you’re 
quackers if you
think duct tape
is ok to use!

Temporary Aircraft Storage
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Whatever mission design series your

company’s aircraft is assigned, take with

you only what you need for that specific

mission. Always include extra hardware

and tools—they’ll come in handy.

Take whatever bulk materials and Class

II and III expendables you need to ensure

your aircraft stays mission ready. 

All Aircraft…

pack for your

Mechanics, before you pack up and head to the sand box on a long deployment,

make sure you have everything you need for aircraft maintenance.

Even the smallest item like a missing screw can cause a hiccup in your PMCS or

maintenance if you don’t have necessary items on hand. Make a plan to check your

TMs for required items. 

Find out what you’re missing and what’s needed in common stock before deploy-

ing. If you’re missing anything, now is the time to requisition bulk and common mate-

rials and Class II and III expendables. Stock up on all the consumables you need.

Black Hawk mechanics,
check Appendix D,
Expendable and Durable
Items List found in
TM 1-1520-237-23-9.

AH-64 mechanics, review Maintenance Information Message
(MIM) AH-64-03-003, 8 Jan 03. This will provide a good “lessons
learned” starting point on how to prepare for extended
deployments. Use the experience of those who’ve gone before
to prepare for current and future deployments.

Kiowa Warrior mechanics, eyeball
Appendix D, Expendable and Durable
Items list found in your IETM EM 0246.

Chinook mechanics, check
Chapter 1- 18, Expendable Materials
list found in TM 55-1520-240-23-1.

if there’s
some tool
or item you
think you
don’t need,
it’s a sure

bet you will
need it. 

screws?

3⁄4  screws?spare
tires?

extra
Rotor
blade?

check!

check!
the point

is: you don’t
know what

you’re gonna
need!

maintenance needs



Mechanics, the Kiowa engine deck’s upper and lower oil drain tubes may be out of

sight, but don’t ignore cleaning the tubes at regular intervals—and more often in the

desert.

The tubes allow excess oil and condensation

to drain off from the transmission and engine. 

Oil and sand inside the tubes can dry out

and harden from the heat. When that happens,

fluid and condensation runoff will back up and

overflow the scupper. The liquid leaks into the

avionics bay on the AN/ARC-201 radio set’s

breather holes and shorts it out. Then your

communications are shut down.

Use an air blow gun, NSN 4940-00-333-5541, to clear obstructions from the

drain tubes or use safety wire and snake the tubes to clear up clogs from oil, sand

and dirt.

If the tubes are blocked by

hardened sand you’ll need to

remove them from the bird to

break up the sand to get it out.

If necessary, put in new tubes

if the old ones are NMC after

the sand is removed.
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OH-58D…

Of course,
always clean
the tubes like

it says in
Para 4-4-15

of TM 1-1520-
248-23-2. 

Check avionics bay for runoff

this drain
tube seems to
be plugged!

there’s probably
hardened sand

stuck in the tube.

you know
what that

means,
don’t you?
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Black Hawk, AH-64 and Kiowa Warrior crew chiefs, don’t assume all is well with
your countermeasure set even though you keep it covered on the desert flight line. 

The cover, NSN 5865-01-109-1800, isn’t enough protection by itself. A handy
desert preventive maintenance measure is right at your finger tips. 

Take an MRE cardboard box insert and wrap it around the countermeasure set.
Tape the ends of the cardboard together with duct tape, NSN 5640-00-103-2254,
and put the cover over the cardboard.  

That protects the set from rocks and sand blown up when helicopters hover near
or fly over parked aircraft. The cardboard insert will save your unit $36 a pop for
each mirror pane that is saved.

Without the MRE cardboard box insert,
desert sand and small rocks caught in the
rotor wash can still break panes on the
countermeasure set with the cover on.

Make sure your countermeasure set stays
operational. Clean the mirrors in the desert
before takeoff and after each landing like it
says in Chap 4 of TM 11-5685-200-12.
That way, with the cardboard box and the
cleaning, you’ll be mission capable. 

hey, I’m gonna
need more
protection
than just

that cover!

Countermeasure Set

Protection

Put MRE cardboard under cover
for extra protection

I know
just the
thing…
card-
board!

AN/ALQ-144A…

no
way!

way!

way!

way!

way!

yes!

no
way!

no
way!

no
way!

really?



Good Moisture
Put damp rags on the tops of radios to keep them cool. Make sure the rags are

damp, not soaking wet. Soggy rags lead to water inside the radio. Some of you have

tried letting ice melt on top of a set. Don’t! That much water will get inside and do

damage. However, ice laid against a set can do some cooling without getting water

into the equipment. Try large plastic bags to hold the ice.

Before you put on the damp

rag or use ice on the sides,

make sure all screws are

screwed down tight and all

seals are in good condition.

Of course, whenever possi-

ble, shade your radio. Use

cardboard or your vehicle’s

canvas top. Anything will help

that keeps the glaring sun off

the radio, but doesn’t hold in

the heat.

Lessons learned have shown

that shade is a valuable tool

and that almost anything can be

used to give your radio some

shady relief.

A fan will run itself to death

trying to cool your radio. Give

the radio the moisture–and–

shade treatment to help the fan.

Overnight, condensation forms on metal surfaces that are

cooler than the air temperature. 

This condensation can

affect electrical plugs, jacks

and connectors. If condensa-

tion is affecting your commo

connectors, tape over all con-

nectors that may be exposed

to moisture overnight. This

prevents that moisture from

contaminating the contacts.

Plugs should be dried

before inserting them into

equipment jacks. 

Bad Moisture
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Commo in
the Summer…

it’s easy
for heat

to damage
equipment.

me and
pm will
moider
da bum!

this fight will
last until summer

heat takes the
fall!

come
and get
the heat,
big boy!

Here are a
few high-

temperature
maintenance

tips.

Give radio shade!

First tighten screws
and check seals before
adding damp rags

Cool radio down with damp rags, but…

in the summertime
heat–NTC, Iraq or

elsewhere–maintenance
of radio sets and
other electronic

equipment is tough.

Cover exposed
connectors
with tape

Excessive
moisture or
dew should
be removed

from antenna
connectors to
prevent arcing.



No Moisture
Static electricity is common in

areas of extreme, dry heat. It’s

caused by wind-blown debris and

extremely low humidity. Poor

grounding conditions aggravate

the problem. Make sure your

equipment is properly grounded.

Be sure to use tip caps on all

antennas to cut down on wind-

caused static discharges.

A Little More Cleaning 
Keep all cooling fans clean

and their vents clear of all

clogging sand and dirt. Dirt

magnifies the bad results of

high temperatures.

Use a brush or compressed

air—whatever your equip-

ment TM says—to clean the

fan and the areas around it.

A Few More Things  
If you have any broken or

missing knobs, switches or

connectors, get them replaced

before you hit the heat.

Check the whip antenna’s

mast base to be sure the con-

tact is clean. If it’s dirty, use

low-pressure air or a soft

brush to clean it.  

Room to Breathe 
Give your commo equip-

ment room to breathe. If you

pile gear on or around it, heat

quickly builds up. Keep field

gear, maps, manuals and

other items away from the

RT blower fan. Blocking the

airflow will cause the heat to

build up inside your set.

Keep cooling
fans and their
vents clean

Keep caps on radio connectors, too

Clean antenna
contact with
soft brush or
low pressure air

{wheeze}
what part
of “don’t
pile stuff

on me”
don’t you

get?!
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In hot weather, proper storage and handling procedures for commo batteries are a must.
Here are some storage and handling tips every commo equipment user and repairman,

whether at a large storage facility or just in a unit, should know.
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Batteries…

Make Sure You’re Safe
Get your post fire department to help you pick a battery storage location and to

inspect it periodically. 

For large bulk storage of batteries, a

sprinkler system is recommended.

Small extinguishers will do the job for

small fires of combustibles such as

packaging. Lithium battery fires should

only be handled by trained firefighters.

Do not smoke, eat or drink in battery

storage areas. An open flame could

lead to an explosion and eating around

toxins is never a good idea.

Personal protective equipment such as gloves, face shields and aprons must be

available and must be worn whenever handling leaking or vented batteries.

it’s too
hot! I can’t
take it any-

more!

even the energizer
bunny can’t save

us now!

I {chomp} 
didn’t think
{gorf} that
meant me!

how ironic! I
was going to
power a fan!!

I’d ask to be
discharged…

but it’s
already

happened!



What Have You Got and What Shape are They In?   
Periodically inspect stored bat-

teries for defects such as bulges,

cracks or leaks and monitor their

expiration dates.

Keep only authorized batteries

on hand and keep only the num-

ber that you need. It’s a good idea

to display in your storage area a

list of available batteries and the

equipment they’re used in.

Know Your Metal

When It’s Too Darn Hot
Temperatures in battery storage and maintenance facilities must not exceed 130°F.

Among the problems high heat causes is the loss of available capacity and, in the

case of rechargeables, the loss of their capacity for recharging. 

If the temperature in your storage area

consistently hits the 110° mark, it’s time

to think about cooling off the area or

finding another storage spot.

Remember, temperatures inside a

MILVAN or similar container in SWA

will exceed this. Read SB 11-6 for ideas

on how to keep them as cool as possible.

Try to find somewhere else to store your

batteries if you cannot find an alternative

storage area.

Don’t Mix ‘em
Battery chemistries don’t mix well with each other. Some combinations can cause

explosions and others harmful gases. So segregate batteries in storage. Keep lead

acid batteries away from nickel cadmium or nickel metal hydride. 

The same tools and materials must

not be used between battery

chemistries. So color code the tools.

Pick a color for each type of battery a

tool could be used on and mark the stor-

age area, as well as the tool, with that

color.

Do not mix new and used batteries.

Each type needs its own storage area.

Do not let used batteries pile up.

Dispose of them quickly.

Use Your Eyes, Nose and Ears
Check the packaging and the

batteries for leaks, stains, bulges,

cracks or other signs of damage.

Know the odors, such as the

smell of rotten eggs, and sounds,

such as hissing and popping,

associated with abnormal battery

behavior. Let your nose and ears

tell you when you might have a

problem with a stored battery. 

Also, immediately disconnect any battery that is hot to the touch.

Train, Train, Train
Last, but certainly not least, all personnel should be properly trained in mainte-

nance procedures, first aid, personal protection equipment and the hazards of battery

maintenance operations.

Check out the following that are available on the LOGSA website:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/ 

The US Army Supply Bulletin, SB 11-6, Communications Electronic

Batteries, Supply and Management Data and the US Army Technical

Bulletin, TB 43-0134, Battery Disposition and Disposal.PS 631 JUN 0544

Keep
batteries
in their

original
packaging
until they
are used. 

our original
packaging helps

you identify us…

…and does
offer some
protection

from crushing,
puncturing

and shorting.

Watch out 
when using

metal tools or
materials that
you don’t short
circuit a battery
or cause sparks
that could lead
to an explosion.

rather
warm, don’t
you think?

what’re
you old

guys doing
here?

I still
have some
juice in me,
consarn ya!

durn
this
lum-
bago!

it’s beastly!
I’m calling the
management!

but, look! I
got a list!

ugh! that smell!
the batteries must

be going bad!!

It’s in the Package

nah! I had
boiled eggs
for lunch!
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Generators… One way to
stop fuel from

expanding is
to keep your
generator

cool.

On some generators you can
double check the amount in the
tank by taking off the cap and

looking inside.

if the fuel reaches halfway
to the top of a visible strainer,
then the tank’s full enough.

The temptation
is strong to
fill a tank to
the top, just
like you do

with your car,
but it’s best

not to. 

Fuel leaked
on the ground

or on your
generator

does no good
for no one.

if your
generator
is trailer
mounted,
park the
trailer in

the shade. 

Use the
canvas cover

to keep direct
sunlight off
of the gener-
ator, but roll
up the sides
of the cover
to give it air.

hot weather is a
prime time for

leaking fuel from
your generator. 

Fuel expands
when the

weather is
hot and the
generator’s
not running.

if your fuel tank
is more than 3/4
full, expanding
fuel can leak

out through the
fuel cap.

Then you have an
environmental

and fire hazard.

The best way to prevent fuel
leaks from the fuel tank cap
is to keep the tank less than

3/4 full of fuel.

Your tank may have a line on
it to indicate where you stop
when filling or you may need
to keep an eye on the fuel

gauge when you’re fueling up.
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Filling—If your hydration

system has an external cap,

you can fill it without remov-

ing the bladder. Just open the

cap and fill the system with

water. Add ice cubes if you

like. If your system doesn’t

have an external cap, you’ll

have to remove the bladder

from the carrier.

Assembling—Insert a bladder into the carrier. Route the drinking tube out the

carrier opening. To install a new bite valve, pinch the tube and pull off the old valve.

Wet the tube and slide on a new valve. Make sure you don’t force the tube past the

valve stops.

To install the bite

valve cover, pinch the

tube and pull off the

valve. Attach the cover’s

lanyard to the tube. Wet

the tube and slide the

bite valve back on.

Hydration System…

You’ve heard the same story ever

since you were a green recruit: drink

plenty of water, especially if you’re in full gear

and soldiering in the heat. Just a couple of hours out in the sun without enough water

will begin to sap your energy and endurance. Soon after that, you’ll feel the

advanced stages of heat stress: headaches, nausea and serious fatigue.

That’s why you see more soldiers wearing hydration systems every day. They

make it easy to replace your precious bodily fluids lost through sweating.

Here are a
few things you
should know

about hydration
systems…

• They carry more clean, cool water
• You can drink on the move while keeping your hands
and eyes focused on the mission
• Drinking from the tube is more convenient than reaching
for a canteen, so you’ll drink more water more often

Got Thirst?

Filling
the
bladder

Wet tube and slide
on a new bite valve

Do NOT insert tube
past valve tops

The typical system has
a bladder for holding
water, a carrier with

straps for carrying it,
and a drinking tube.

They have
several advantages

over canteens…
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Fitting—These systems

are made to be worn close

to your body. When you

carry weight close to your

center of gravity, the load

feels much lighter. So tight-

en the shoulder straps until

the carrier is snug. If your

carrier comes with a ster-

num strap and a waist belt,

attach them. Drape the

drinking tube over your

shoulder with the bite valve

close to your mouth. Adjust

the tube length by sliding

extra tubing into the carrier.

Drinking—Pinch and roll the

bite valve between your fingers to

open the drinking slit. Don’t use a

knife to open it. You could damage

the valve. Bite down on the valve to

start the water flowing. Draw in

slightly, just like you were using a

straw. Ease up on the valve to stop

the water flow.

In very cold weather, route the

drinking tube close to your body or

inside your sleeve to prevent the

water from freezing. After you

drink, blow air into the tube to force

the water back to the bladder. That

way water can’t freeze in the tube.

Inspecting and Repairing—Inspect the bladder often for leaks. If the bladder

leaks, replace it.

Before each mission, inspect the carrier, buckles and straps. Look for wear

spots—any place where metal or plastic rubs against the fabric. Repair small rips,

tears and loose seams.

For tears less than an inch

long, fix them with cloth tape,

NSN 8315-00-958-0744.

If the fabric is ripped up to

three inches, sew it with the

needle and thread from the

tentage repair kit, NSN 8340-

00-262-5767.

For longer tears, you may

need to replace the carrier.

One last note.
Take care when packing

pens, pencils, nail
files, knives or other
sharp objects in the

hydration system.

They can puncture
the bladder.

There you’ll
find a variety
of systems,
replacement
parts and

accessories,
including bite
valves and

covers, cleaning
supplies,

bladders and
drinking tubes.

You can reach CamelBak by email at:

military.sales@camelbak.com

Or you can phone them at
(800) 767- 8725 or (707) 792-9700.

Bite down to
start flow

Release to
stop flow

Tighten sternum strap… …and waist belt

…just
{oof}

not 
{hehh}

too
{wheeze}

tight!

mAke
sure you
tighten
straps…

One of the leading
makers of hydration
systems is CamelBak

Products. Their
website is at:

http://
www.camelbak.com/
mil/military.cfm

remember to
inspect your carrier

and bladder!



They CameThey Came From Beneath the Sand!From Beneath the Sand!They Came From Beneath the Sand!
• Treat your BDUs with an

insect repellent known as per-

methrin. It’s available in a 6-oz

aerosol can, NSN 6840-01-

278-1336, or in an individual

dynamic absorption (IDA) kit,

NSN 6840-01-345-0237. One

can treats one uniform and the

treatment lasts through five to

six washes. One kit treats one

uniform and the treatment lasts

through about 50 washes.

That’s considered the combat

life of the uniform.

• Treat your exposed skin

with an insect repellent con-

taining DEET. NSN 6840-

01-284-3982 brings a lotion

you can apply to uncovered

areas such as hands, face

and neck. It wards off

insects for up to 12 hours.

Insurgents aren’t the only enemies you face in Southwest Asia. You’ll also

be battling ticks, mites, chiggers, mosquitoes and other biting insects. One of

the worst threats comes from sand flies. Bites from these little buggers spread

a disease called leishmaniasis. There are two forms of the disease:

Of course,
the best
defense is

to avoid sand
flies in the
first place.
Here’s how…One form

causes sores
on the skin,

also known as
“Baghdad Boil.”
Left untreated,
the sores can
enlarge, crust

over and become
slow-growing

ulcers. They can
take months to
heal and can
leave scars.

The other form is internal, causing fever, weakness,
loss of body weight, an enlarged spleen and a lowered

blood count. Left untreated, it’s usually fatal.

PS 631 JUN 0552

Soldier Support…

It can take several months from the time you get a bite from an infected sand fly

until you show signs of the disease. If you suspect you have either form of leish-

maniasis, seek medical attention immediately.

A bite
from an
infected
sand fly
causes
“Baghdad
Boil”

Permethrin
comes in a
can or a kit

DEET
wards off
insects
for up to
12 hours

we’re being
invaded!

we need more
protection!!



• If you’re using both sun screen and DEET, apply the sun screen first. Wait 30

minutes so it can bind to the skin. Then apply the DEET.

• Never wear after shave, cologne, perfume or

scented deodorants or soaps while you’re in the

field. They attract insects.

• Never dry-clean a permethrin-treated

uniform. Dry-cleaning solvents will

completely remove the permethrin. It’s

okay, though, to commercially launder

and press a treated uniform.

• If you’re using both DEET and cam-

ouflage face paint, always apply the

DEET first. Then apply the paint.

Camouflage face paint that has

DEET in it is now available. Get it with

NSN 6840-01-493-7334.

• Never wear unauthorized products—

such as animal flea and tick collars—for

personal protection. They’ll protect

Rover but not you, and they may even

be hazardous to your health.

• Each day, wash and inspect your

body for insects and their bites. Use the

buddy system to check your clothing

for crawling pests such as ticks. Wash

your uniform regularly to remove

insects and their eggs.

• Cover as much of your

skin with clothing as pos-

sible. Wear the BDU top

with the sleeves rolled

down. Close all openings

in your clothing. Tuck

your undershirt inside

your pants, and your

pants inside your boots.
PS 631 JUN 0555

• Protect yourself while sleeping. Get insect netting, NSN 7210-00-266-9736, that

you can hang over an insect bar frame, NSN 7210-00-267-5641. Drape the netting

over you so that there are no openings. Tuck the edges of the net under your cot,

mattress pad or sleeping bag.

A self-supporting pop-up bed netting is now available. NSN 3740-01-516-4415

brings an olive drab net. NSN 3740-01-518-7310 brings a coyote brown net. The

new net has smaller mesh than the old one. It’s also factory-treated with perme-

thrin, and it doesn’t need a separate frame.

Put netting between you and insects

however, Sand flies are tiny
and they can crawl through

the mesh of the netting.
That’s why

you must spray
the outside

surface of the
netting with
permethrin.

For more information, go to the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and

Preventive Medicine (USACHPPM) website at:

http://chppm-www.apgea.army.mil/

Once there, click on Leishmaniasis.

The USACHPPM website also has information about insect repellents. 

From the home page, click on DOD Insect Repellent System.

it’s OK
to use

me!



Of course, if your mask is really

caked with sand the best option is to

wash it. Remove the hood, outserts, out-

let valve cover, second skin, outlet valve

disk and canister. Dip a clean cheese-

cloth in clean water and wring it almost

dry. Then use the cloth to clean out all

dirt inside and outside the facepiece.

Wipe the mask dry with a dry cloth.

Make sure the mask is completely dry

before you put it back in the carrier. 

If the mask is really filthy, mix liquid soap, NSN 8520-00-228-0598, in the water.

After cleaning with the soap-water mixture, wipe out the mask with a clean cloth

that's been dipped in water. Then wipe out the moisture with a dry cloth.

Second skin and face-

piece. Check both the skin

and facepiece for cracking or

sticky or soft areas. Pay spe-

cial attention to the parts of

the skin where it is stretched,

such as around the canister,

the voicemitter, and eyelenses. 

Outserts. Use them.

They protect the eyelenses

from blowing sand that

will scratch up the lenses

and make it difficult for

you to see. Scratched out-

serts can be replaced

quickly. Scratched eye-

lenses mean you need a

new facepiece. 

Water only. If you drink

anything other than water

through the drink tube cou-

pling, the coupling will

gunk up. That doesn't

make for a pleasant drink-

ing experience. And keep

the drink tube coupling

stored in the outlet valve

cover at all times to help it

stay clean. PS 631 JUN 0556

M40-, M42-Series Masks…

Many soldiers have already found out how difficult the sand and heat of the deserts

of Southwest Asia make it for most Army equipment to do their jobs. The desert is

no picnic for your M40- or M42-series mask either. Sand can plug airways and heat

and the desert sun can shorten the life of some mask parts. This advice, though, can

provide your mask an oasis in the desert:

Keep it clean. The fine sand of Southwest

Asia will penetrate every part of your mask,

which could lead to poor breathing or seeing.

The only ways to fight sand are to keep your

mask in its carrier as much as possible and to

clean the mask often. 

Areas you want to pay special attention to

when cleaning are around the outlet valve

disc, the inside of lenses, the canister's air

intake, and in the mask's inner lining. You

can shake out much of the sand and use a dry,

clean cloth to wipe out the rest.

Wipe mask often in desert

Check
second
skin and
facepiece
for cracks
and sticky
spots

Use outserts.
They protect
eyelenses

I think I need
a good wash!

your mask
needs extra
attention in
the desert. 

tell ‘em,
half-mast!

then we
can both
breathe
easier!

water
only,

everyone!

good grief!
this stuff will

turn my drink tube
into scum city!
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Maintenance Management…

More than 1,000 Ways
to Help Your Unit

Dear Online Warrior,
In these trying times

soldiers are looking for
ways to help their units.
The Army Knowledge Online
(AKO) Tool Developer
Users Group (TDUG)
Community of Practice
(COP) provides more than
1,000 excellent computer
files (and counting) to help
soldiers help their units. 
Here’s a breakdown of the
three TDUG subordinate
sections: 

SOP Central 
If you need a sample SOP, the 207 MS Word-formatted SOPs cover

almost everything. There are also excellent tactical SOP samples. Just
download a sample SOP and edit it to fill your unit’s requirement. A com-
prehensive guide to writing SOPs is also available.

Tool Central
There are 452 military software tools for use in a MS Windows envi-

ronment. More than 270 Excel worksheets alone make this the largest
single collection of military worksheets on the web! Tools Central also
includes 25 Access database tools. You can also find here more than
40 professionally done military software application tools, including a mil-
itary logistics freeware software collection only available at
Tool Central.

PowerPoint Central
There are 677 PowerPoint classes, briefings and templates on virtually

everything of interest to the average unit. Examples are common and col-
lective training tasks of all types. 

Need to prepare a unit or staff briefing of some type? Chances are you
will find one you can use as a template here. You will also find primers for
creating PowerPoint presentations, classes and briefings. 

…some files
even help

improve your
powerpoint

skills!

Tool Central has
many tools similar to
Enemy Icon Builder, a
MS Access file that
allows users to set
up icons for exercises
or operations. This
view shows the Add
New Unit page. As
information is
entered in the fields
the icon at the left is
built with associated
information.

This pull down menu lists
numerous weapons. 2S12
is a 122mm SP mortar

Unit Armorer
Sustainment Training

AKO has
more than

1,000
PowerPoint,

SOP,
and tool
samples
for your

use.

powerpoint
slides can be

modified
to fit your
situation… 
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Accessing the AKO TDUG
After logging on to AKO click on files between email and forums. Then

expand the left hand column until it looks like the one below.
Want to submit a file or tool of your own for distribution at TDUG?

Check out instructions in the TDUG User Guide found under HELP FILE
TOOLS in Tool Central.

Bob Dalton 
MSG, U.S. Army Retired 
Tool Developer Users Group Host (Volunteer)  

this figure
shows you how
to find these
helps on AKO. 

Let’s hope
that soldiers
keep sending in
their samples!

Thanks, Bob.
AKO TDUG offers

soldiers a growing
source of helpful,
time-saving tools. 



M88A2 Track Tension

Once is not enough when it comes to adjusting track tension on the M88A2 recovery vehicle.
In fact, the third time is the charm. Until WP 0104 00 in TM 9-2350-292-10 (Jan 02) can be updat-
ed, add the following after Step 8: “8a. Repeat Steps 1 through 7 two additional times, for a
total of three times, for each side of vehicle alternately.” TACOM MAM 05-014 is your author-
ity for the change.

M2A2/M3A2 Ramp Armor
The information for Items 86 and 87 in Fig 67 (sheet 3 of 12) of
TM 9-2350-284-24P-1 is reversed. Item 86, the personnel door
inner plate, should be NSN 5340-01-206-3887 (PN 12334344). Item
87, the ramp door inner plate, should be NSN 9515-01-206-3888
(PN 12334342). Make a note until the TM can be updated.

No Blank Firing with M249 Short Barrel
Never fire blanks with your M249 machine gun if it’s equipped with a short barrel. The increased
bolt unlocking velocity can damage the receiver’s inner rail. Fire blanks with the normal M249
barrel and the M249 blank firing attachment, NSN 1005-21-912-8997. The Army is developing a
BFA for the short barrel. PS will let you know when it’s available.

M16A4 Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine BUIS Locking Bars Replaced Free
Because of manufacturing problems, locking bars for the backup iron sight (BUIS) for the
M16A4 rifle and M4/M4A1 carbine are breaking. 

You can now get an improved locking bar and recoil screw as a free replacement.
Soldiers deployed in Iraq can get the locking bar and screw at the Small Arms Support Center

at Camp Anaconda. Call 987-0567, ext 6203, to verify they have locking bars on hand.
Soldiers outside Iraq should contact TACOM for the locking bar at DSN 793-2909/(309) 782-

2909 or email: TACOM-RI-TPF@ria.army.mil
Put "BUIS locking bar" in the subject line.

If you want express shipping, you will need to provide TACOM your DODAAC, non-APO
address, POC and phone number. Otherwise, the locking bar will be shipped by regular mail.

Turn in Broken AN/APM-305As
If you have an AN/APM-305A transponder set test set, NSN 6625-01-052-3881, that has stopped
working, turn it in NOW. Tobyhanna Army Depot will fix it for free as part of the RESET pro-
gram. Presently, they have no AN/APM-305As on hand, so if you have excess sets, turn them in,
too. Questions? Contact CECOM’s Charles Lamb at DSN 992-9899/(732) 532-9899 or email:

charles.lamb@mail1.monmouth.army.mil



Going to the Desert?
Get TB 9-1000-262-DT

It’s got desert PM
tips for weapons,
combat vehicles,
and ammo.

The TB is on
EM 0065 and

the LOGSA
ETM website.

Operation
Desert
Thunder

Materiel
Readiness
EM 0065



Try to remember that when you’re getting ready for the next hot turn-around. Yes,

there’s plenty of danger outside the wire, but what about the risk you’re taking if you

don’t do PM?

That HMMWV or Bradley you’re driving or commanding or riding in is only as

good as its maintenance—and someone has to do that PM. If it’s your neck on the

line on patrol or in a convoy, it ought to be you.

It’s tough enough out there without making more problems for yourself. Since

you gear up with the most protection you can get before you go on duty, doesn’t it

compute that your vehicle needs the most protection you can give it?

Your vehicle does its job protecting you from external threats, but the only pro-

tection your vehicle has from internal threats is YOU!

Did you check
oil levels in the

engine and
transmission

before you tore
out the gate? 

Do you want to
get miles from
nowhere and

have your vehicle
become a sitting
target because
there was no
oil in it?

What other
little things do
you let slide
because it’s

late or you’re
in a hurry? 

Are you going
to bet your
life on the
chance that

someone else
has made those

last-minute
checks?

you
bet!

heck
no!

not a
one!

no way!

You Must

Do PM!


